BURRITOS
Bean Burrito
Beef Burrito
Big ‘Ol Burrito (B.O.B.™)
   Beef or Chicken
Black Bean Burrito
Combination Burrito (beef & beans)
Potato Burrito
   Beef or Chicken
Party Burrito®

COMBO MEALS
A delicious combination of our all-time favorites served together. Includes a Medium Coke®.
1. Bueno Chilada®, Crispy Beef Taco, Small Chips
2. Beef Nacho Salad, Crispy Beef Taco
3. MexiDips & Chips®, Beef Muchaco®
4. Chicken Quesadilla, Crispy Beef Taco
5. Beef Muchaco®, Bean Burrito, Crispy Beef Taco
6. Beef Mucho Nachos®, Soft Beef Taco
7. 1 Steak Fajita Taco, 1 Chicken Fajita Taco, Small Chips & Queso
8. Three Crispy Beef Tacos
Bueno-Size® It! Add a Party Taco® and upgrade to a Large Drink. OR Nacho-Size® It! Add a Small Chips & Queso and upgrade to a Large Drink.

MUCHACOS® Beef or Chicken

PLATTERS
All platters include: Mexican Rice, Refried Beans, Sour Cream, Guacamole and Chips. All platters available with Fat-Free, Vegetarian Black Beans and Cilantro Lime Rice.
Bueno Chilada® Platter (two Chiladas)
   Beef or Chicken
Combination Platter (crispy or soft taco and Chilada)
   Beef or Chicken
Combination Fajita Platter (two tacos)
   Steak or Chicken
Muchaco® Platter (Muchaco® and crispy taco)
   Beef or Chicken
Quesadilla Platter (giant-size quesadilla)
   Beef or Chicken
Sour Cream Chicken Chilada Platter (two Chiladas)
Taco Platter (crispy and soft taco)
   Beef or Chicken
Wholotta™ Platter (Chilada, crispy taco, Muchaco®, quesadilla)
   Beef or Chicken

QUESADILLAS
Beef, Chicken or Cheese

SPECIALTIES
Bueno Chilada® Beef or Chicken
Black Beans
Cheese Nachos
Cilantro Lime Rice
MexiDips & Chips®
Mucho Nachos™ Beef or Chicken
Mucho Tostada
Tostada

BUENO CHOICE™
Delicious options with just 60 - 450 calories
BC Chicken Fajita Taco
BC Steak Fajita Taco
BC Crispy or Soft Beef Taco
BC Crispy or Soft Chicken Taco
BC Chicken Tortilla Soup Bowl
BC Chicken Tortilla Soup Cup
BC Black Bean Burrito (Vegetarian)

SOUPS & SALADS
Taco Salad Beef or Chicken
Nacho Salad Beef or Chicken
Chicken Tortilla Soup Bowl or Cup

TACOS
Crispy or Soft Taco Beef or Chicken
Party Taco®
Fajita Tacos Flame-Grilled Steak or Chicken
Taco Rollups™ Beef or Chicken

SOFT DRINKS
Large, Medium, Small

BUENO SMOOTHIES
Strawberry
Large, Small

DESSERTS
Cheesecake Chimichangas

KIDS MEALS
Kids Taco, Burrito, Quesadilla or Taco Rollup™
Includes applesauce or chips, a fruit smoothie or drink, and a toy!

SEE STORE FOR PRICING.